Abstract. Predicting the amount of money that can be claimed is critical to the effective running of an Hospital. In this paper we describe a case study of a Dutch Hospital where we use process mining to predict the cash flow of the Hospital. In order to predict the cost of a treatment, we use different data mining techniques to predict the sequence of treatments administered, the duration and the final "care product" or diagnosis of the patient. While performing the data analysis we encountered three specific kinds of noise that we call sequence noise, human noise and duration noise. Studies in the past have discussed ways to reduce the noise in process data. However, it is not very clear what effect the noise has to different kinds of process analysis. In this paper we describe the combined effect of sequence noise, human noise and duration noise on the analysis of process data, by comparing the performance of several mining techniques on the data.
Introduction
In the Netherlands, insurance companies play an important role in settling the finances of medical care. Hospitals and other care providers claim their costs for treating a patient with the patient's insurance company, who then bill their customer if there are costs not covered by the insurance.
Starting January 1st, 2012, Dutch hospitals are required to use a new system, called "DOT", for claiming their costs for treating patients. The central principle of DOT is that the amount of the claim is based on the actual care provided, which is only known after the treatment has finished. Previously, the amount of the claim was based on the diagnosis for which average costs would be determined by negotiation between the government, hospitals and insurance companies.
This change confronted the hospitals with a finance management problem. Whereas they previously could claim costs already after diagnosis, they now have to wait until treatment has finished. Since it is unknown ahead of time when treatments will finish, it also unknown when the hospital can expect cash flow for their treatment processes and how large those cash flows will be.
Cash flow prediction for treatment processes seems like a problem that a combination of data and process mining could well help to solve. A treatment process of one patient, called a care path, can be seen as a sequence of activities which determines the so-called care product with an associated cost. Based on a data set with all details about completed care paths and associated care products, one could develop a predictor that, given only the start of such a path, could predict the rest of the path and its associated duration and cost. This paper describes our experiences and results with this case study in data and process mining. The paper specifically addresses a problem with three kinds of noise in our data that significantly affected our results. It is of course common knowledge that noise in the underlying data may affect the result of any kind of data mining including process mining. We encountered, however, three different kinds of noise that were rather specific to our process mining and that were so prevalent that known solutions from literature did not apply. We call these kinds of noise (a) sequence noise meaning errors in or uncertainty about the order of events in an event trace, in our case study the order of activities in a care path, (b) duration noise meaning noise arising from missing or wrong time stamps for activities and variable duration between activities. (c) human noise meaning noise from human errors such as activities in a care path which were the result of a wrong or faulty diagnosis or from a faulty execution of a treatment or procedure.
The reason why sequence uncertainty was so prevalent in our case study is as follows. During the day, a medical specialist typically sees many patients. During a consult or treatment, however, it is often too disruptive for the specialist to update the patient's electronic dossier. It is common practice that (s)he updates the dossiers at the end of day or even later. As a consequence, the modification time of a patient's dossier (which is what is recorded) does not reflect the actual moment of the activity, and it often does not even reflect the order in which the activities took place during that day. Furthermore, it also common that patients undergo several activities and see several specialists on the same day. For example, a hospitalized patient may receive a visit from a specialist doing his/her rounds, receive medication, undergo surgery, results from a blood analysis may be finished, all on the same day. In the case study data sets, we have averages of about 2.5 to 10 activities per day. This inherent noisy timestamp problem and its magnitude causes major sequence noise in the underlying data.
Furthermore, the noisy timestamp issue also causes the duration noise, as it makes the calculation of the duration between activities very noisy and error prone. Also, much of the duration noise comes from the fact that in our case study data two activities are considered by the client to be consecutive even if they are separated by many days or weeks, as long as they are part of the same treatment and no other activities have occurred in between them.
On the other hand, human noise arises from human errors which include (i) Noise due to a wrong or faulty diagnosis -this leads to a faulty extra series of process steps at the beginning of the treatment process, (ii) Noise due to faulty execution of the treatment and/or erroneous procedures that need to be repeated. So, our data contains large amounts of sequence noise + human noise+ duration noise and when combined, these make the prospect of noise removal very complicated and difficult to perform. Hence, in our paper we proceed by analysing the noisy data to demonstrate what kind of results one can expect with different data mining analysis techniques.
Contribution
The contributions of this paper are:
-A case study of applying data and process mining for cash flow prediction in a Dutch hospital. -Accuracy results for different prediction tasks: given a diagnosis and start of a care path, predict the rest of the path, the duration of the path, the final care product, and the associated cash flow. -Experimental comparison of the performance of several mining techniques on these tasks. -Analysis and discussion on the effects of sequence and human noise, both are kinds of data noise specific for process mining which have received little attention in literature.
Case Study
Starting January 1st, 2012, Dutch hospitals will use a new system for claiming the costs they make for treating patients. Hospitals claim these costs at patient's insurance companies, who then bill their customers.
DOT Registration System
The new registration and claiming system addresses the problem that actual costs are unequal to what is charged, in an effort to increase the transparency of cost calculation for provided care. The system is referred to as DOT, which stands for "DBCs towards transparency". A DBC is a combination of diagnosis (D) and treatment (Dutch: behandeling, B). The central principle of DOT is to decide the care product based on the care provided. Whereas, in the previous registration system the care product was based solely on the diagnosis.
A treatment path in the DOT system consists of the following:
-Care product and associated care product code: This is the name and code given to the treatment performed, which is made up one or more sub paths (Care types). -Sub path: Is a sequence of activities performed (with one or more Activity types) in a treatment sequence -Care type and associated care type code: Is the specific name and code associated with the sub path -Activity type and associated activity type code: Are the activities performed for a particular care type in a sub path
The hospital data is structured into several tables, of which two are important in this case: Activities and Sub paths. An activity represents an item of work, like surgery or physical therapy, but also, days spent in hospital are considered activities. Groups of activities that are performed to treat the individual patient's diagnosis are called sub paths. They are called sub paths because multiple moreor-less independent sub paths make up the total care path for a patient: the path from the patient registering some complaint to being fully treated. Care paths do not have care products, but sub paths do. Table 1 shows the structure of the  activity data, table 2 shows the same for the sub path data.
A care product has an associated cost, which is claimed at a patient's insurance company. To derive which care product a patient has received, the DOT system uses a system called the grouper. This grouper consists of rules that specify how care products are derived from performed activities. In the DOT methodology, it is the activities performed that decide the care product. This does not mean that every activity influences the care product, in fact, laboratory work and medicines have no influence on the grouper result. DOTs are processed by the grouper after they have been closed. When a DOT registration is closed depends on the amount of time that has passed since the last activity. If more than the specified number of days has passed, the DOT is marked closed. Different types of activities have different durations after which the DOT is to be marked as closed. The grouper is maintained and operated by the independent DBC Maintenance authority. The rules that make up the grouper are the results of negotiations between the academic Dutch hospitals and insurance companies.
The DOT system should lead to a better matching between actual provided care and associated care product. In turn, this leads to what the insurance companies (and therefore patients) pay.
While a patient is still undergoing treatment, the DOT system poses two problems:
-The hospital does not know how much they will receive for the care they have provided, as they don't know what care product will be associated with the open DOTs. -The hospital does not know when a DOT is likely to be closed, because a DOT closes only some time after the final treatment. If the patient turns out to require another treatment before the closing date of the DOT (based on the previous treatment), the closing date moves further into the future. Because the hospital does not know when a DOT closes, they also don't know when they can claim the cost of the associated care product.
These problems are in essence process prediction problems. The first involves predicting the process steps, because these process steps dictate the care product. The second problem involves predicting the duration of a process. To see how well different approaches work for this practical case, we test predicting care product, product cost and care duration. For this purpose we use anonymized patient data from a Dutch hospital. The data we have available is based on heart and lung specialties.
Dataset construction. To produce data sets for our experiment, the activity and sub path tables where joined to get a new table with the sub path id, care product, activity code and registration date. A separate table was made for every diagnosis, as the diagnosis is not part of prediction, but is known at the start of a sub path. The produced tables where converted to a Sub path id − Care product − Activity 1 − . . . − Activity n format. The data format is explained in detail in section 5.
Because activities are recorded every day and not at the moment they are performed, we do not know the sequence of activities within a day. This leads to sequence noise and duration noise in the data sets, as the inferred sequence is not necessarily the right one, as we approximate the sequencing by ordering activity codes alphabetically. The sequence noise, duration noise and the human noise increases the complexity of the task of finding the right set of future activities, and then determining its duration.
Note that we did not artificially add noise: the noise is the result of the lack of explicit time-based sequence of activities in the original data, so we had to recover the exact sequence where it was implicit. The approaches we present in this paper for predicting "care products" will have to deal with this fact, as it is a consequence of the way data is stored at the hospital.
Problem Formalization
We start with providing notation for and defining the most important concepts in our case study in order to be able to more precisely define the prediction tasks that we distinguish.
Basic Concepts
An activity Act is defined as a label taken from the set of possible DBC codes. A care path P is a sequence of activities P = Act 1 , . . . , Act n . We focus our prediction only on subpaths which have a unique care product, so a care path should be interpreted as a subpath. We sometimes denote a care path withP to emphasize that it is closed, i.e., it belongs to a finished treatment or to a DOT that was closed by the grouper for some reason. The last activity in a closed care path is denoted with Act end ; the last activity of an 'incomplete' care path is often denoted with Act cur to emphasize its role as 'current' activity. P 1 ⊕ P 2 denotes the concatenation of P 1 and P 2 . d = d P denotes the duration of care path P in terms of time (measured in days in our case study).
The grouper Grp is a function that determines the care product C = Grp(P ) for a given pathP . The associated cost of a care product C is denoted by cost (C ).
From a subset of our data, we construct a directed weighted process graph G = (N , E ), where the nodes N represent activities and the edges e the possibility that one activity can follow another. The weight of an edge w (e) is defined as the number of occurrences that these two nodes follow each other in that order. We added a node "Start" to each G to obtain a single starting point for all care paths. We furthermore added the care products as separate terminal nodes, such that for eachP, Grp(P ) = C = Act end .
We assume that the available underlying data is in the form of a set of complete care paths. We chose to work with separate sets of care paths each belonging to one specialty and diagnosis code.
Prediction Tasks
With the notation above, we can precisely define the prediction tasks we consider in this paper. Let P = Act 2 , . . . , Act cur 1 , P = Act cur+1 , . . . , Act end , andP = P ⊕ P . The prediction tasks are: 1a) Given an incomplete care path P , predict the care product C directly (i.e., without considering or predicting P ). We view this prediction task as a classification task. We use a subset of the closed care paths belonging to one diagnosis with their associated care product as training data for supervised learning of the classifier. 1b) A predicted care product determines its cost cost (C ). 2a) Given a process graph G constructed from a subset of the care paths belonging to one diagnosis, an activity Act cur , and a care product C = Act end , predict the path P in between. We view this prediction task as a process mining task. Note that we attempt our prediction given only the current activity Act cur and not the path leading to this activity P . The latter is left to future research. 2b) A predicted path determines its duration, i.e., d P , from which a prediction can be derived for the full duration dP given G, Act cur , and C .
In the end the financial department of the hospital is interested in an amount of money (i.e., cost (Grp(P ))) and a moment in time (which can be derived from dP ). It may happen, however, that an entirely wrong care product is predicted, but that it has a similar cost, or that an entirely wrong path P is predicted with a similar length. In those cases, the prediction of what we are ultimately interested in is close, but rather unjustifiably so. Therefore, we target not only the b-tasks, but also the a-ones. Moreover, examining the results of predicting the rest of the path also provides more insight into the effects of sequence and human noise.
Literature Review

Classifier Algorithms
Prediction tasks 1a and 1b are about assigning a class -the careproduct -to a combination of independent variables -the activities. That is why we consider this to be a classification problem. The field of classifier algorithms divides into four categories: decision tree, clustering, bayesian and neural network classifiers [1] . Besides these classifiers, there are some classifier aggregation techniques that serve to augment the accuracy of individual classifiers.
Decision tree classifiers are based on Hunt's algorithm for growing a tree by selecting attributes from a training set. The attributes are are converted into rules to split the data. Although this can be an accurate technique, the decision tree family of classifiers is sensitive to overfitting or overtraining: training the classifier on a data set with noisy data will include bad (too training-set specific) rules in the tree, reducing accuracy. Algorithms like C4.5 [2] use pruning to prevent overtraining, but the fact remains that decision trees are not effective in very noisy data.
Clustering algorithms for classification use distance (or equivalently: proximity) between instances to group them into clusters or classes. New instances are classified based on their proximity to existing clusters [3] . Examples are nearestneighbour classifiers and support vector machines.
Bayesian classifiers use Bayes' rule to select the class that has the highest probability given a set of attribute values. Bayes' rule assumes independency of the attributes in a data set, if this is not the case, classifier accuracy could be hindered.
Neural networks are composed of multiple layers of elements that mimic biological neurons, called perceptrons. The perceptrons are trained to give a certain output signal based on some input signal, which is propagated to the next layer of the neural network. The network consists of one input layer, one output layer and multiple hidden layers in between. Neural networks are computationally intensive, but are accurate classifiers. However, neural networks are sensitive to overtraining [3] .
Besides techniques consisting of a single (trained) classifier instance, there are techniques that aggregate results from multiple classifiers. Examples are bootstrap aggregating [4] , boosting [5] and the Random Forests algorithm [6] . The techniques have the same paradigm: let every individual classifier vote on the class of the data instance, the class with most votes is selected. Breiman found that this principle is especially accurate when the underlying classifier has mixed performance on the dataset [4] , something that occurs most often with the less complex algorithms. That is also the case for the Random Forest classifier, which is comprised of multiple randomly grown decision trees. All these aggregation techniques generally display better accuracy than the individual classifiers.
Curram et al. [7] show that decision tree classifiers (such as CART and C4.5 [2] ) are outperformed by neural networks. In turn, neural networks are less accurate than the boosting type of classifier aggregation, as shown by Alfaro et al. [8] . Furthermore, the Random Forest classifier [6] has been shown to have good accuracy compared to other classifiers [9] [10] . Therefore, we use boosting (specifically, Freund and Schapire's Adaboost algorithm [5] ) and Random # Trace Forests for care product classification. For some comparison, we also investigate the performance of the CART decision tree algorithm and the naive Bayesian classifier.
Process Prediction Algorithms
To predict the care activities (path through the process graph), we need for a complete and accurate graph. A possible approach is to take the event log and create a graph that contains every edge in every trace of the log. Consider the set of traces in figure 1a, converted to the graph in figure 1b. Every combination of two subsequent activities is an edge in the graph, every activity is a node. There are no duplicate edges or nodes, but the number of occurrences of two nodes subsequently is noted as the weight of the edge.
The algorithm is naive, as it also includes possibly noisy edges that only occur a few times in the data set. In figure 1b, the C − C edge could be noise, it occurs only once in the data. This makes the naive graph elicitation algorithm inaccurate. To remedy this flaw inherent to the naive approach, the weights of the nodes can be considered as the likelihood of an edge not being noise. The more times an edge occurs, the less likely it is to be noise.
Not only individual edges are noisy, also larger sets of edges might be noise. This would result in several nodes connected by low-weight edges. This points to a possible solution: use a path algorithm to determine paths that have the highest weight, or to exclude the paths with the lowest weight. This type of algorithm is known as a shortest-path-algorithm: find a path through the graph that has the lowest possible weight [11] .
The most well-known shortest-path-algorithm is Dijkstra's algorithm, which calculates the single shortest path through a series of nodes. This algorithm can be used to determine the distances from a start node to every other node. A distance is the compound weight of the edges towards a node. A modification of Dijkstra's algorithm determines the path that has the highest weight for all its edges combined. To remove (infinite) loops duplicate activities within a trace are relabelled so that they are unique. In figure 1b, this means that C is replaced by C and C , C − C is replaced by C − C .
There are some problems when using Dijkstra: the algorithm has to be run for every node in the graph to give the shortest or longest path from the start node to some other node. Second: Dijkstra cannot give the shortest path between two specific nodes, it only gives the node that has the shortest/highest distance from "start". A different shortest-path algorithm, known as Floyd-Warshall does have this capability: it gives every shortest path between two nodes. This makes it possible to find the most likely path or most unlikely path from one node to another.
Besides shortest path approaches that determine path likelihood by taking the sum of edge weights, another approach is to take the product of the probabilities of the edges. The probability of an edge E from node A to B is determined by the number of times it is traversed divided by the total outgoing weight of A's edges. Given the edge probabilities, the most likely path (based on Bayes' rule, assuming independency of the next edge on previously traversed edges) is the path with the highest product of edge probabilities. This is similar to a Markov chain.
Floyd-Warshall and Dijkstra's algorithm produce the path (set of edges) that has the lowest sum of edge weights. Since both produce the shortest path, both algorithms can be used, but we choose Floyd-Warshall, as it is easier to implement Floyd-Warshall. The adaptation we made on Floyd-Warshall's algorithm does not take the sum of edge weight as the measure of length, but the product of edge weights. We then look for the path (set of edges) that has the maximum product of edge weights: the most likely path.
Finally, we have considered techniques from the process mining field, such as the alpha-algorithm proposed by Van der Aalst et al., the Little Thumb algorithm, InWolve and the suite of algorithms provided by the ProM framework [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . We have found these algorithms to be unsuitable for our goals, as they do not deal with cycles in the data [23] . Since cycles are a central aspect of the noise in the data available, we do not consider the process mining family of techniques/algorithms useful for our purposes.
Noise in Process Mining
Datta (1998) [24] defines noise in a business process as an unrelated activity that is not part of any activity of the business process. An example of such an activity would be a phone call or a lunch break [24] . They suggest three techniques for the removal of such noise. The techniques being a stochastic strategy and two algorithmic strategies based on a finite state machine [24] .
Weijters and van der Aalst [25] regard noise as (i) a missing activity and/or (ii) randomly swapped activities in the workflow log. To extract the work flow process from the log, Weijters and van der Aalst [25] construct a dependencyfrequency (D/F) table (which holds the frequency and order of task co-occurrence or dependencies), from which they construct a D/F graph (the graph of the task dependencies)and finally a work-flow net (or WF net, that represents the D/F graph along with the splits and joins) using heuristics [25] .
Both Agrawal et al. [26] as well as Huang and Yang's [27] define noise as instances when executed activities were not collocated, timestamps of the activities are mistakenly recorded or exceptions that deviate from the normal processing order [27] . They furthermore use similar probabilistic reasoning and estimate how much error their process discovery algorithm would give due to the noise [27] .
As we have explained earlier, the noise that we describe in our paper is however in a slightly different league from the noise described in process literature. Hence instead of cleaning the noise, we take a different approach and show what results one can expect by analysing very noisy data with different data mining techniques. Table 4 shows the main attributes of the data in the three data sets we use. Each set contains of rows of activities that are each represented by a code. Each specific activity, such as "Perform surgery X" has its own unique code in the DOT method. Only when creating a graph are these activities relabelled to remove loops, so table 4 does not include relabelled activities.
Design of Case Analysis
An idea of the extent of noise in the data is given by the Average number of activities per day and Average path length in table 4: large parts of the sequence of activities are uncertain and may well be wrong -although we have no way of knowing. Hence, in order to reduce the sequence noise a subset of the data was used for the classification tasks. To create the subset, we removed the activity codes for lab-work and medications from the raw data, because these were known to have no effect on the grouper result of a sub path. The characteristics of the data set for the classification task are shown in table 5. The effect of removing these activities is best shown by the shorter average path length and the fewer average number of activities per day.
We created three data sets from the hospital's cardiology and lung care department data. Each set contained the data from patients with a specific diagnosis. The three diagnoses were pericarditis (an inflammation of the heart), represented by code 320.701; angina pectoris (chest pain), diagnosis code 320.202; and malignant lung cancer, diagnosis code 302.701. We chose these data sets as they were clearly quite different, not only in size, but also in the amount of sequence noise, path length and duration. This made the sets well suited to test the prediction approaches presented in this paper on a broad sample of actual process data. Also, only data from the heart and lung specialties was available to us for this research. Table 3 shows the columns that make up each dataset, as well as some example content. The number of columns varies between 286 + 2 for the dataset 302.66 to 703+2 for 302.701. The date on which the activity was registered
The specialty performing the activity
The quantity of the activity, for example used for medication Using these data sets we performed the prediction tasks in section 3.2. The setup per task is: Task 1a) Predict care product C from P . We wanted to know the prediction accuracy for different lengths of incomplete care path C . So, for path length 1 . . . 30, we took a sample of the closed care paths of at least that length for training -the remainder was the test set. We took the first n activities per path P in the training and test sets. The training set of paths of length n in combination with the care product C were then used to train a classifier. The test set of paths was used to assess the performance of the classifier. Task 1b) Predict care product cost: cost(Grp(P )). This task builds on task 1a:
The same procedure was used to determine a care product C , but now we looked up the cost cost(C ). The predicted cost for a partial path P was then compared to the cost of the actual care product C = Grp(P ). We measured the difference in predicted cost and actual cost E total as well as the average absolute error E average :
. Here, we determined the precision and recall of predicting the path P between Act cur and Act end . So, we created the process graph G from a training sample of the complete pathsP . The remainder of the data set was then used for testing. Next, for activity Act n ∈P, n ∈ {1 . . . 15} for each complete path in the test set we predicted P . We compared P to the sub path Act n . . . Act cur ∈P and determined the precision and recall of the prediction. In order to make sense of the results of both algorithms, we introduce two performance metrics: precision and recall. These metrics are based on finding the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives. True positives are the number of activities that occur in both predicted P and actual P . False positives are the activities that are predicted but do not occur in the actual path. False negatives are the number of nodes that are not in the predicted P , but are in the actual P .
Given these three numbers, precision and recall are calculated by:
Task 2b) Predict dP . Given the predicted path P we created a predicted complete pathP = P ⊕ P . We looked up the duration for each edge e ∈ P , where duration is the average time difference between Act a , Act b ∈ e for all occurrences of e in the training set. These durations were combined into a duration prediction dP and were compared to the actual time difference between Act 1 , Act end ∈P . Table 6 shows the results for the care product predicting task. As expected from the literature review, we found the Random Forest algorithm to be the best performing classifier in terms of accuracy. This table shows the accuracy for care product prediction for path lengths 1 to 30. Table 7 shows the Random Forest results when only taking paths that have at least length 10. Figures 3 and  4 show the accompanying Random Forest accuracy plots for these two tables.
Results
Task 1a: Predicting Grp(C )
The plot in figure 2 shows the number of paths of length n for each of the data sets, which also explains the cut off point of 10 activities: the number of complete pathsP with more than 10 activities is low.
To put the Random Forest accuracy in perspective, we compare the results to a more naive approach: take a random guess of care product. This would result a chance of predicting the care product of 16 percent maximum, given that the data set with the fewest number of care products has six products. The Random Forest classifier seems to outperform this method. The comparison with a somewhat less naive approach, taking the most occurring care product is shown in figure 3 and 4 . This shows that the Random Forest classifier is always better than a random classifier for two of the three datasets. The dashed lines in both plots represent the expected accuracy when always selecting the most occurring care product.
The accuracy of the classifier does not improve with a larger path length |P |. This is the result of noise: as the number of activities in sequence increases, the likelihood of that sequence containing noise also increases. This noise has a negative effect on the classifier's performance. Table 6 . Accuracy (fraction correct of total) of prediction of care product for path lengths |P | = 1 . . . n Training set: 50%.
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Task 1b: Predicting cost (Grp(C ))
The goal of predicting a care product C is predicting the cost, so the hospital knows what it will receive for provided care. Table 8 shows the results for a test of predicting cost (C ) in terms of the total error fraction E total . Figure 5 shows the average absolute error E average in predicting the cost. These errors cancel each other out in some cases, which explains the lower best performance The test shows again that Random Forests provide decent predictions of the care product: Even though it averages around 40 percent correctly predicted care products, the 60 percent it predicts wrong apparently has a similar cost. 
Task 2: Predicting P and dP
Path search algorithms are the tools we have used to predict the path P . The algorithms we use are variations on Floyd-Warshalls shortest path algorithm, as discussed above. We have experimented with two algorithms, that both take an activity and a care product and attempt to find the activities in between.
The first variation, called Longest Path, returns P such that the sum of the weight of the edges is maximized. Here, the edge weight is the number of times that the start and end node of that edge occurred consecutively. The second variation, called Most Likely Path, returns P such that the product of edge weights is maximized. In this scenario, the weight of an edge shows the likeliness of that edge being traversed. show lower predictions than the actual durations. Again, the Longest Path shows the effect of having greater recall: the predicted path lengths are longer and closer to the actual. The average duration prediction error in table 9 seems reasonable at up to around two weeks. This changes when taking the predicted durations into account: they are close to zero for the Most Likely Path. Of course, this problem is related to the lack of recall using MLP. Longest Path is performing a bit better, but still gives short predicted durations. If the predicted path is much shorter than the actual the predicted duration will also be much lower: duration is calculated as the sum of average edge durations in the predicted path.
Discussion
We can analyse and discuss the results obtained above in the light of the three different kinds of noise in the data: namely, the sequence noise, duration noise and human noise.
Let us consider the results from each of the goals of this paper. Beginning with (1a), predicting Grp(C ). The accuracy of the prediction does not go up when we consider sequences containing a greater number of activities 3, the reason for this is that we assumed a sequence for the activities conducted every daysequence noise. Hence, when we have a greater number of activities on a certain day, we would expect a larger sequence noise, and as a result the accuracy of predicting the care product would decrease. For this measurement we used a subset of the actual dataset, the main characteristics of which can be seen in Table 5 . Comparing the average number of activities in Table 5 , with those in Table 4 , we can clearly see that there has been a large decrease in sequence noise, especially for data sets 320.202 and 320.701. Hence, we can say that for this task the noise in the data sets is nearly of the same magnitude. This is the case as the duration noise and the human noise (that does not influence the sequence noise) do not affect the classification task. So, it comes as no surprise that the results of the classification (taking the mean Random Forest values) shown in Table 6 , are nearly the same for the three sets of data. Added to this is the fact that if we use the best performing Random Forest classifier, it helps in taking care of some of the error in the data. Furthermore, if we consider only subpaths whose path lengths are at least 10, we see from Fig.4 that the accuracy for predicting the care product has the same trend for all the three data sets. However, we do notice from Figure 3 (and even from Figure 4 ) that the accuracy of predicting the path for data set 302.66 drops after about 15 activities and gets even worse than randomly selecting the care product. One could attribute this to a certain amount of human noise present in the data set 302.66, which could be greater than the human noise present in the other two data sets.
Task (1b), predicting cost (Grp(C )), again we see the Random Forest algorithm performing the best. Though the mean values of E total is similar for 320.202 and 320.701, it is higher for the data set 302.66. This maybe explained partly due to the greater amount of human noise present in the data set 302.66, which also explains the trend of E total in Figure 5 , where similar to Figure 3 the average absolute error of 302.66 increases as compared to the other two data sets. Task (2a), predicting P . For tasks (2a) and (2b) we need to keep in mind that we use the actual raw data set (Table 4) and not a subset (Table 5 ) as in the case of Tasks (1a) and (1b), the reason being that the laboratory tests do affect the result of the tasks (2a) and (2b). From Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 we see that recall is always lower than the precision. The reason behind this is that the methods we used to predict the path, returned paths that were shorter than the actual paths the data had and hence the recall is low. While on the other hand, the precision is higher as the predicted activities are mostly in the actual path. We also see a consistently high trend of precision for the Most Likely Path algorithm for all three data sets, which, as expected, has a decreasing trend for 302.66. This could be due to the higher presence of human noise (as we noted earlier). However, when we observe the trend for the Recall values (in Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 ) we see that the performance is in the order: Recall(302.66) > Recall(320.202) > Recall(320.701). We think this is an indicator of the sequence noise present in the data sets which also follows the same trend, going by the number of average activities per day in Table 4 . We think that sequence noise affects the recall more than the precision as the greater the sequence noise the greater is the number of actual activities not in a particular path, i.e. the false negatives are higher.
Task (2b), predicting dP . From Table 9a and Table 9a , we see that the Longest Path gives less error than the Most Likely Path algorithm. This could be as we explained earlier a consequence of the Longest Path algorithm having a higher recall ( Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 ) and hence having fewer false negatives and being closer to the original path.We also notice that the prediction error is higher for 320.202 compared to 302.66 and 320.701. This result seemingly contradicts the trend of sequence noise between the data sets 320.202 and 302.66, as discussed in the earlier paragraph. We can however reason this result, by arguing that sequence noise does not affect the duration prediction as much as duration noise does. For example, in our Hospital data two identical subpaths (with the same activities and in the same order) can have entirely different durations, because of the different timestamps and the different intervals between activities (that can vary from a couple of minutes to weeks. A practical example of such a case is when an young and a relatively old patient is admitted in a Hospital for a similar fracture or injury. Both the individuals would get a similar treatment(Care product -and would have the same subpaths, however, the older patient could take a much longer time to recover. Hence, we can reason the data in Table 9a and Table 9a by concluding that the data set 320.202 has greater duration noise than the data sets 302.66 and 320.701.
An issue prevalent in the data sets and which could be one of the major causes of the duration noise and human noise, is the fact that all patients, irrespective of their particular demographic background, are subjected to the same treatment procedures. This would cause a lot of human noise, apart from the duration noise (as explained in the earlier paragraph), as we can expect that all patients would not respond to the same treatments in an identical manner. Hence, the likelihood of faulty treatment procedures (human noise) increases.
Conclusions
In our case study we have shown how one can combine data and process mining techniques for forecasting cash flow in Dutch hospitals. The techniques and processes we have demonstrated, we think can be used to analyse the cash flow for other hospitals with a few modifications.
For patients still undergoing treatment, we managed to, given a diagnosis and past activities, predict the care product with an accuracy of a little less than 50% (for all the 3 sets of data), which was still (on an average) better than randomly predicting the care product. On the other hand, for predicting the associated cost of the Care, we obtained an error of of less than 10% for 2 data sets and 17% for one. These results were obtained with a Random Forest classifier which was shown to perform the best. This shows that our method of predicting is a viable solution to the cash flow problem we raised in the introduction.
We furthermore managed to, given a diagnosis, the most recent activity, and the (predicted) care product, predict the remaining activities using two algorithms (Longest Path and Most Likely Path). We achieved a precision of about 80% for the Most Likely Path and about 60-70% for the Longest Path algorithm and a recall of 35-40% (for the three data sets). We algorithms predicted the associated duration with an error of about 30% for 202 and around 11% for the data sets 701 and 66.
The case study is of particular interest because of the causes for the modest to weak prediction results for the process mining tasks. In our opinion, three process mining-specific types of noise significantly affected our results: sequence noise, human noise, and time noise. In this paper, we thoroughly discuss the causes for these types of noise and their effects.
From the predicted cost and duration, it is possible to derive a prediction (albeit with some error) for the future cash flow for all patients currently undergoing treatment. This we think is a major contribution to research and practice, as given the noise in the data, we were still able to make reasonable predictions which could cheaper and more practical than asking a few expert practitioners.
Future work can include attempts at removing or decreasing the different kinds of noise in the data and then carrying out the prediction analysis to compare the results.
